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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to determine the
effect of reading achievement as measured by a standardized test
of reading, upon the total personality of the child, as meas
ured by a standardized test of personality.
To achieve this result, the investigatio
n has been directed
toward answers to the following cuesticnst
1.

Do children who make a phenomenal gain in
reading achievement during a certain period of time ref
lect a feeling of success
by a comparable advancement in personali
ty?
2.

Do children of above-median reading abi
lity have a higher
ranking in total personality?
3.

Is there a direct relationship betwee
n intelligence and
personality, as there is conceded to be
between intelligence and
readi40
4.

Does the over-age 'child, retarded per
haps because of reading inability or disability, compare fav
orably in personality with
the under-age child, advanced per
haps because of unusual reading
ability, and with the averaFe-age chi
ld, who has made normal progress?
A•DefinItioll of Personality
Before any study can be undertaken,
there must be a common
interpretaticn of terminology.
Allport tells us:

*There is no eingle definition of per
sonal-

1

2
ity: usage has sanctioned too many."-

To most of us, the term has

oomes all too often, to mes-1 only a polished exterior or the mere
ability to get along well with our associates, regardless
of the
price one may pay for such adaptability.

Breckenridge and Vincent

in Ckild, Development, under the heading: *What Personality Is",
have this to say:
The ordinary lay person's conception of personality
as that which makes ore popular with people is not the
psychologist's conception. The psychologist thinks also
of the dominating, destructive attitude of a gangster, or
the blank emptiness of an idiot as making up part of the
complex og feelings, attitudes and behavior which is personality.'
Many definitions of personality stated as such are found
in writings published in the early part of the prese
nt century.
Kempf (1918) defined personality as the "habitual mode
of adjustment which the organism effects between its own egoce
ntric drives
and the exigencies of the environment.*3 Morto
n Prince (1924)
says: "Personality is tl- e sum total of all
the biological innate
dispositions, impulses, tendencies, appetites and insti
ncts of
the individual, and the acquired dispositions
and tendencies."4
Floyd Allport in the same year defines the
term as "the individual's characteristic reactions to social stimu
li and the quality
1. G. W. Allport, Personality: A Psychologi
cal Intersretation
(New York: Henry Holt and Co., 1937T,
p. 25.
2. Marian E. Breckenridge and E. Lee Vince
:.t, Child Development (Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Co.,
1943), - .403.
3. The quotation is from Ross Stagner's
Psycholcry of Personality; p. 2.
4. Ibid., p. 2
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of his adaptation to the social features of his environment. 5
"
Symonds in 1928 says personality is "the portrait or landscap
e of
the organism working together in all its phases,"6 and May,
(1929)
•
interprets the word to mean "the social stimulant valu
e of the in•
•
dividual.N7
Writers of the last decade in the psychological fiel
d have been
less willing, apparently, to give a concise defi
nition of the term.
They will describe the traits which go to make
up the integrated
personality or will tell us what personality is
not. G. W. Allport,
however, after tracing the word from its orig
inal use through
forty-nine other interpretations, gives us as
the fiftieth meaning of the term, a definition which the author
of this Paper wishes the reader to keep in mind.
Personality ig something and does somethin
not synonymous with behavior or activity; leas g. it is
t of all
ie it merely the impression that this acti
vity makes on
others. It is what lies bgLind specific acts
and within
the individual. The systems that constitu
pers
te
onality
are in every sense detgrmininp, tendenci
es, and when aroused
by suitable stimuli provoke those adju
stive and expressive
acts by which the personality comes to
be known. °
Reading and Personality
The belief that some subtle relationship
exists between the
wholesome integrated personality and abil
ity to read well is perhaps as old as the art of printing
itself. Repeatedly, men and
women who have achieved renown have
been pointed out as being
5.

Ibid., p. 2.

6. _Ibid., p. 3.
7.

Ibid., p. 3.

8.

Allport, op. cit., p. 48.
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great lovers of worth-while litera
ture and avid readers, and just
as the ability to read well and the enj
cyment of reading are assumed to have been a major contribut
ory factor to their success,
so has the inability to read well bee
n blamed for many of life's
failures.
•
Educational and psychological litera
ture of the present day
abounds with opinions that much of
our maladjustment in personality problems is to be laid at the
door of the lack of reading
ability. In Youth and the Fut
ure,the report of the American
Youth Commission, we read: "Defec
tive reading ability is a major
handicap to citizenship and person
al success throughout life.19
Ryan, in his Mental Health thr
ough T-duation, referring to
Moodie's studies at the Lona:n Chi
ld Guidance Clinic, says:
"These, and many other stu
dies, have shown reading disabilit
ies
and failures generally, in sch
ool subjects are responsible for
a
heavy proportion of the emotio
nal disturbances in cases referr
ed
from the school to the
m10
Strang says: "Ideally, readin
g is a thought process which
makes
a natural contribution to the
personality development as wel
l as to
the intellectual growth of
in(4.ividuals."11
Baker tells us:
When the child finds storie
s or books that satisfy
9. Youth and the Future
: The General Report of the
Youth Commission, p. 134
. Compiled by the American Cou American
ncil on Education. Ilashington, D.
C. 1942.
10. W2 11 Carson Ryan, Men
tal
The Commonwealth Fund,
1938), p.
11. Ruth Strang, Prchle
ms in
Schools and Colleges
Tancaster,
ing Co., 194-67-P
.60.

Health throu.,7h Ed;:cation (Ne
w York:
209.
the Improvement of Reading
in
kennsylvania: The Science Pre High
ss Print-
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his personal interests or his emotional drive, he reads with
greater intensity of effort and tends to form a permanent
liking for reading. ks he reads, new interests and drives develop, and these may be translated into action, leading to
the formation of worth-while purposes toward which he will
work with enthusiasm. Thus the integrated personality develops.
tholesome attitudes cannot be developed through reading, however, unless the child acquires the fundamental
habits and skills essential to successful achievement. The
boy or girl who reads with extreme hesitation not only will
fail to develop pleasure in reading but may acouire feelinzs
of inferiority that will lead to various behavior difficulties. Attitudes of fear, anxiety, defeat, aversion to books
and to school-17 all are ophealthy personality traits frequently noted in poor readers.12
McCollister in quoting Phyllis Blanchard says: "Blanchard has
shown that reading disability, if uncorrected, may result in personality as well as educational maladjustments."13
In Remedial Reading, by Juonroe and Backus, we find: "The relation between reading disabilities, personality and characte- justifies remedial reading programs in the public schools,"14 and again:
"Readfing disabilities contribute attitudes in many cases which result
in anti-social and delinquent behavior."15
It is unusual to find such statements as the following, a statement, in sharp contrast to the opinion of the writers quoted above:
Children whose social contacts are too long delayed,
probably do not suffer too such when t.
!7ey make their initial contacts with other children whose social skills
are as inadequate as their own. There is no sense of stigma
12. Reading, and Pupil Development. Compiled and edited by
William S. Gray. Supplementary Educational Monograph, Published
in conjunction with ,the School eview and the Elementary School
Journal. (Chicago: Lniversity of Chicago Press, 1940), p. 25.
13. kJames
i.ucCallister, Remedial and Corrective Instruction
in c-=eading (New York: D. Appleton-Century Co., 1936), p.11.
14. ..:Orion
7
Monroe and 3ertie Backus, Remedial Reading (Boston:
Boughton Mifflin, 1937), p. 4.
15. DId., P- 8

6

•..

-

and everybody can be awkward together. When, however, the
initial contacts come at the age of strong aliareness of
other children's reactions (six or seven years up,) children are very likely to develop a sense of inferiority and
a feeling of discouragement at ever being able to accomalish the necessary learning. Their awkwardness and their
mistakes stand out in sharp contrast to the smoothness cf
the other cnildren. Instead of quickly progressing through
the first unskilled stages, they often withdraw, tending to
develop the "sour grapes" attitudes that they dcn't really
want to be sociable anyway. Such children may retreat into
the world of reading if their reading skills are good enough
or into solitary fantasies where they fin4 themselves more
successful than in the world of reality.16
Experimentation
There seem to have been very few experiments made to determine
the effect of reading achievement on the personality of the child.
Buswell is one among many educators to write of the lack of experimentation along this line.

says: "There is at the present time,

a very considerable body of literature relating to personali4y.
But the number of experiments in the literature which deal with
the personality in school situations make up a very minor part of
the tota1."17
Preston of the School of ‘-edicine, Stanford University, reports an experiment where a group of non-reading cases referred from
thirty-two schools, evidently of the traditional type, were placed
in a school where "skillful techniques in beginning reading"18
were used, and reports that "satisfactory readers were made of 78
per cent of them and fair readers of 13 per cent." -9
16. Breckenridge and Vincent,

OD. Cit..

p. 415.

17. Guy T. Buswell, "Experimentation and Personality Development," Elementary School Journal, )III (1943), p. 39318. Mary I. Preston, "The School Locks at the Men-reader,"
Elementary School Journal, XL (1940),
458.
19. Ibid., p.458.

As a result, these pupils who before this help was given,
had been considered failures, were enabled to overcome the maladjustment which had arisen from the reading inability.
Reading success was not the whole of the story. As
school security improved and the victim of reading failure could hold up his head as an equal of his classmates,
the previous suspicious, resentful, and revengeful misbehavior dropped off, including even stealing and truancy,
and better social relations ensued at school; social security improved along with school security
koreover,
when the family discovered that it was not being disgraced
by subnormal school actions, the child was reinstated as a
normal member, pressure was removed, reproaches and revilings gave way to approval and praise, and the home security
of the child was raised to a comforting degree. Thus correction of the reading inability raised not only the school
security but the social and the very important home security
as wel1.20
The entire study is based on subjectivity of judgment with
little ob,iectivity of experimentation.

The reader is hesitant

to accept the many generalities given, as proofs, chief among
them the conclusion that poor teaching was in the majority of
the schools the determining factor in the low reading ability
of the

cases.

Betts reports a scientifically conducted experiment in which
se,renty-eight fifth grade pupils in a public school In State College, Pennsylvania, were tested to determine the relation of a
group of factors, among which were those of reading achievement
and personality growth.21
The Brown Personality Inventory for Children was administered
on two successive days.

Neither the teachers nor the pupils knew

20. Iid., p.
2/. TImmett A. Betts, "Boating Problems at the Intermediate
Grade Level," Llemehtarv School Journal, XL (1940),
p.742.
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of the plan of administering the test a second time.
tablished the correlation coefficient of

.9.1.?-±.0122

This es-

between the

scores on the first testing and the retesting.
The author of the personality test gives 17.20 s.s the average
score.

Betts tells us: "The average score for the good readers was

16.93; for the poor readers 20.06.

There was no statistically signif

icant difference in the social-adjustment scores made by thirty pupil
who scored highest and thirty who scored lowest on the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test."22
Vaughn, of the University of Arizona, reports a study "designed
to ascertain what disturbing classroom reaction might be attributed
to

the atteropt to teach reading and related subjects tc illiterate,

defective adolescent boys."23
Twenty-eight boys with average chronological age of 13.6 years,
intelljgence
quotient of sixty-four and reading grade of 2.2 ccm.
prise a control group.

The group used for comparable study had

an average chronological age of 13.9 years, intelligence quotient
of sixty-four, and a reading grade of 4.2.
A- comparison of the adjustment of the groups was made in two
classroom situations: one, in "academic" rooms; the other, in
"handwork* rooms.
The Haggerty-411son=Kickman Behavior Rating Schedules were used
to measure adjustment, and the author of the study tells us:
The poor readers, (that is those with an average reading
22. ...etts, 1.2. cit., p.742.
.23. Charles L. Vaughn, "Clamroom Behavior =rohlems Encountered
in ttempting to Teach Illiteratsi Defective .boys how to Read,"
Journal of Educational esvcholosy, )OXII (1941), p. 239.
AO'
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grade of 2.2) showed signif
icantly more disinterest in
school work, marked over-acti
vit
speech difficulties in the aca y, temper outbursts, and
demic rooms than did the
good readers, (that is, tho
se cases with an averae reading grade of 4.2). The poor
readers tended to bully other
children more and to be mor
e defiant of discipline. The
backward readers were also mor
ic rooms than in handwork roo e poorly adjusted in academlems, whereas the good reader ms in terms of these saTe probs were not. The same situation
holes likewise for attentive
ness and the total of intellectual traits on Division
1
gerty-Clson-ickmAn Behavfcr of Schedule B, of he HagRating Schedules."
The study concludes that pro
blem behavior as symptomatic
of
personality maladjustment
is encountered in the "academic
" claesroom *when an attempt is
made to teach reading and relate
d subjects
to illiLerate, defective
adolescent boys.1,25
The study, while hardly
characteristic of an ordina
ry classroom situation, due to the
ty17.e of cases used, is pertin
ent in
that almost any "normal"
classroom situation has at lea
st two
cr three such cases. Whi
le in the usual group they
constitute
a decided minority, yet
they often make their presen
ce felt to
such an extent that they
are the major factor, man
y times, in
causing the teacher to see
k remedial mar.s,_:res.
If personality is tak
en to include maladjustmen
t as well as
adjustment, as G. W. All
port tells us that it mus
t be, 26 and
Breckenridge and Vincent
interpret it to mean, 27
then an investigation such as the follow
ing, made by idealy and Bro
nner is also meaningful. In their book,
New Light on Delincuency
and Its Treatment,
we read:
24. Ibid., p.34.9.
25. Ibid., p.350.
26. Allport, on. cit.,
p. 49.
27. Breckenridge and
Vincent, L2. cit., p. 403
.
4111r

10
Our
returns
idently
reading

investigation of reading interest gave surprising
as we compared the delinquents and controls. Evconsiderably more of the delinquents were,fond of
and were even eaid to be greater readers.'

28. William Healy and Augusta Bronner, New Light on DelinouenoY
gail Its Treatment, (New Haven: Yale University Iress, 1936), p. 72.

v

AO,

CEAPTER II
SET-UP AND EXPERIM:TAL TECRIaQUE
The Scope of the Study
The subjects for this study were regularly enrolled pupi
ls
of School Twelve of the Indianapolis Public School System
for
the scholastic year, 1943-44.

When they were first tested in

Kovember, 1943, they were clessified on 4B, 4A and 53 leve
ls,
and were drawn from three moms.

When the final testing was made

in May, 1914, they were with one excepticn, classifi
ed on 4A, 53
and 5A levels and were drawn from four rooms.
The exception noted above, was one boy who for
various
reasons was retained in 4B, and whose case hist
ory sly-Jeers in
the Appendix to this study. Two children had been
withdrawn
from regular classrooms and entered in a fres
h-air room making
the final number of rooms foer iLstead of the orig
inal three.
Fifty-eight children were'given at least two of
the three
tests administered in November, 1943. Records
were completed,
however, for only forty-seven of these cases.
This was due to
several causes. Four subjebts moved from the
district. Three
were eliminated after the first testing beca
use of physical defects serious enough to be considered prob
able cause for a feeling of inferiority and therefore an invalida
tion cf the test results in personality. One child was elim
inated because her reading was so superior to the group and so
far in advance of her
chronological age and grade placement, as
compared with the
group, that it was feared that the aver
aging of the results with
11

12
her score counted in, would seem to give an unfair picture of
the wl_cle group.

Two were not given the second test because of

prolonged absence between the two testing periods, and one child
was eliminated because all three tests given in November showed
patterned responses.
The children chosen for this study come from a community whose
homes scarcely deserve the dignity of such a title.

The term,

°hovel, would more appropriately describe most of them.

In look-

ing over the list of cases chosen for this study, hcwever, the
writer realizes that although the selection was made somewhat at
random, yet the group as a whcle, scarcely represents a true crosssection of the school's population.

They are of the upper socio-

economic strata of the district, even though this would probably
rank low in comparison with the usual school community.

The only

reason the author of this study can suggest for this fact is that
when the investigation was being planned, it was the intention to
select only children whose intelligence quotient was ninety or
above, the range usually designated as "normal°.
This idea was abandoned later, however, when it became apparent that it would be impossible to obtain enough pupils of this
intelligence classification for a fair sampling and keep the cases
to be studied on a fourth and fifth grade level.

This above ex-

planation assumes that children of high intelligence as shown on
intelligence test ratings, are products of parents of the same or
somewhat the same intellectual levels, who because of this fact
are ae to solve life's social and economic proble::.s more satisfactorily than their fellowmen whb have been less abundantly en-

13
dowed.
In Table I, an attempt has been made to give a compostie picture of the socio-economic backgr=d of LLe group.

The informa-

tion recorded therein was obtained frcm a questionnaire administered to the forty-seven cases whose testing records were completed; from interviews with the children and their parents; and
from information received from the school principal, teachers and
other school employees vho had served in the district over a long
period of time.
TARLF

7 TVE CF
DI.TA aTSCTIIP''

sccic,-=cc7=

EACKGRC7773
Yes

Do your parents own your home?
Is your mother living?
Is your father living?
Are your parents separated?
Did father attend high school?
Did mother attend high school?
Did father attend college?
Did mother attend ccllege?
Do you live with someone other than your parents?
10. Do you have a stepfathei"?
11. Do you have a stepmother?
12. Do you have stepbrcthers
and/cr stepsisters?
13. Does your father work?
14.. Does your mother work?
15. Do you study school subjects
at home?
16. Do you read library books at
home?
17. Do you read library magazines
at home?
18. Do ycu read drug store magazines at home?
19. Eave you a radio at home
20. Do you play with other children?
21. Do ycu work?
22. Do you attend Sunday school or
church regularly?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

rii
.
f
•

„Ft •

."

-.4

(77

F=Y-SEVEY CASTS
Unanswered
•
or "Don't Know"

32

3

3

2
ec
5
2
7
3

37
38
38
41

5
5
2

42
4-2
45

9
34
20

ZtO
4
27

15

32

13

34

1

46

20
20
12
30

27
27
11
:7

22

25

12
44
45
12
5
7

8
9

18

14
TABLE I (CO=UED)
DI,TA DESCRIPTIVE OF SCCIO-EC0770Y.IC BLCKG:=D C7 FORTY-SEVEN CASTS
Rao-o?e
23. How many times have you
moved?
many schools have
How
24.
attended?
you
25. How many brothers and/
Or sisters have you?
26. About how many shows do
you attend in a month?
27. How many parties did you
attend the last year?
28. How many books do you have
at home that belong to you
or that you can read?

From "never"
to ten
From one to
six
From none to
ten
From none to
twenty
From none to
six
From none to
I/alp°a t ten"

Crcup Average
4+
2+
4
5
1
-t-

Tecnnique
On November 18, 1943, the Henmon-Yelson Test of .-ental Ability
was

administered to the entire group.

Four days later, sufficient

time having elapsed to enable the examiner to check the results
obtained from this test with tests of mental atility previoasly
given, the Metropolitan Achievement Test in Reading - Intermediate
Level -Form A was administered, followed the next day, November 23,
by the California Test of Personality - Elementary Level - Form

B,

designed for grades four to nine.
To eliminate the possibility that the personality test would
become just another test of reading performance, the author of
this study, who performed the entire testing; anticipated words
which might possibly offer difficulties and for several weeks preceding the testing period studied them with the group, both for
word recognition and interpretation of meaning.
To further eliminate the possibility of a reading hazard in
the results of the personality test, the children were tested in

15
small enough groups to give individual help on any word whose
meaning was not clear to the child.
The atmosphere of the testing room was made as informal as
possible during the administerin

of the personality test, and

the children, forty-nine of whom were either at that time in
the writer's classroom, or had been within the two preceding semesters, were directed to freely ask any questions concerning word
meanings which they desired to have answered.

The author) knowing

the children as she does, hL..s every reason to believe that the
questions of the personality test were clearly comprehended by
the children and were answered to the best of their ability.

Even

though the test is designed so that all questions are answered by
encircling "yes" or "no", many of the children not only encircled
one of these answers, but wrote notes in the margin which showed
their complete comprehension and appreciation of many of the questions.

Not only was this true of the best readers in the group)

but also of those whose reading scores ranked among the lowest.
On May 23, 1944) the lietropolitan Achievement Test of Reading
Ability) Form B) Intermediate Level, and on Way 25, the California
Test of Personality) Elemert,ary, Form A were given.

The ssme pro-

cedure of anticipating difficulties, giving preliminary study, and
help during the testing period was employed, great care being exercised to make the pmount of time spent in the preliminary study
the same as had been given before the first test.
The purpose of this second testing was to determine the amount
of gain or loss that had occurred in reading
since the November testing.
JD,

and in personality

CEAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF DpITA
The data here interpreted are the results of the Metropolitan
Reading Test and the California Test 'bf i-ersonality administered
in November, l943, and in May, 1944.

Tl-e resultant scores of the

personality tests are given in percentile norms, and the scores
of the reading tests are given in terms of school months, ten
months constituting a school year.
In Table II, the entire group of forty-seven completed cases
is divided into the seven classifications according to the results of the previously mentioned tests.
TABLE II
SWY,ARY CF RESULTS CBTLINED FR= METROPOLITAN READING TESTS AND
CLLIFORNIA TESTS OF PERSO=ITY ADMI7:STZFED IN 1'OVERa7R A::7-) LAY
Description of Grouo

Number in Group

1. Number showing gain in both personality
and reading scores
2. Number showing gain in reading score
but loss in personality* score
3. Number showing gain in personality
score but loss in reading score
4. Number showing gain in reading and
neither gain nor loss in personality
5. Number showing gain in personality
and neither gain nor loss in reading
6. Number showing loss in reading and
neither gain nor loss in personality
7. Number showing loss in personality and
neithEr gain nor loss in reading
Total number of cases

24
10
4
3
3
2

47

It will be noted from this table that slightly more
than
50 per cent of the entire group showed gain both in reedin
g
and in personality scores.
Table III gives data for the members of this first group
men16
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tioned in Table 11, the number
showing gain in both personali
ty
and reading scores. An intere
sting itew to be noted in thi
s table
is that while four pupils having
an I. Q. rating of above one
hundred made only normcl progress
in reading, six months, tha
t being
the approximate time which ela
psed between the two testin
g periods,
three of the four highest-rank
ing in reading gains had I. Q.
ratings of only seventy leightyfour, and seventy-four, respec
tively.
TABLE III
DATA FOR TWENTY-FOUR PUP
ILS SHOWING GAIN IN BOTH READIN
G AND PERSONALITY SCCRES BETWEEN TEE
=EMBER AND THE MAY TESTIN
G PROGRAMS
Personality
ReaCing
Per
scn
Pu
ali
ty
Reading
I• •
Nov.
Ma
Nov. Iay
Gain
Gain
73
45
75
30
1
86
45
70
25
1
68
10
15
5
2
80
15
30
15
2
86
30
35
,)
5
,.
95
20
45
25
2
99
35
85
50
80
2
55
60
5
93
3
30
40
10
84
3
35
60
25
91
4
10
20
10
98
4
25
45
20
74
4
40
75
35
103
6
20
30
10
104
6
55
70
15
110
6
45
80
35
111
6
10
35
25
6
95
70
75
5
97
7
50
85
35
7
97
20
60
40
74
7
10
20
10
96
8
55
85
30
64
11
10
25
15
70
14
20
40
20
14
ersonality scores given
in terms of percentile
Readine scores given
in terms of school months norms.
; ten months constituting a school veer.
i

Table IV gives the dat
a pertaining to the ten CES
ES who though
making gain in readin
g scores between the two
testing program periods showed loss in
personality scores in tha
t same time. It
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is to be noted, however, that in six of
the ten cases, the loss
is slight, being only five points (co
nsidering percentile norms
as points).
TABLE IV
DATA FOR TEN PUPILS SHOWING GAI
N IN REY1DING SCORES BUT LOSS IN
PERSONALITY SCORES BETWEEN TEE NOVEIZ
BER AND TEE MAY TESTING PROGRA.MS
Personality
Reading
Personality
Reading
Pupil I.Q.
Yov.
May
Nbv, May
Loss
Gain
1
84
15
10
37
26
5
1
2
99
40
30
39
41
10
2
3
87
35
30
42
45
5
3
4
87
60
15
43
47
45
4
5
91
60
45
42
47
15
5
6
84
45
30
36
43
5
7
76
25
20
33
40
5
8
84
40
35
41
49
5
9
8
72
2C
15
28
39
5
10
11
127
30
5
51
63
25
12
Personality scores given in
heading scores given in ter terms of percentile norms.
ms of school months; ten mon
tuting a school year.
ths constiIn Table V data are record
ed for four cases who though
having
lost .points in reading (th
eoretically speaking), yet mad
e decided
gains in personality scores
.
TARLT,"

DATA FOR FOUR PUPILS SHOWIN
G GAIN IN PERSONALITY SCO
RES BUT LOSS
IN READING SCORES BETWEEN
THE NOVEMRER :ND TEE MAY
TESTING FROGRAYS
Personality
Reading
Personality Reading
Pupil I
Nov.
Lay
Nov. 1ZaY
Gain
Loss
1
69
25
65
32
28
40
2
95
4
20
60
43
40
40
3
87
3
65
85
45
43
20
4
81
2
5
30
38
37
25
1
Personality scores giv
en in terms of percentil
e
Reading scores given
in terms of school months norms.
; ten months constitutinK a school year.
Table VI gives the dat
a for the six pupils, thr
ee of whom show
gain in reading and nei
ther gain nor loss in per
sonality scores,

lc"
and three of whom show gain in rrersonality
and neither gain nor
loss in reading scores. The reading gains
shown in this table
are unusually high and for this reason con
stitute data contrary
to the theory that unusual progress in rea
ding should affect the
,personality of the child.
TABLE VI
DATA FOR SIX PUPILS SE=ING GAIN
IN READING SCORES WITH NEITEER
GAIN NCR LOSS IN PERSONALITY SCORES
OR GAIN IN PERSONAL:TY SCORES
WITH NEITHER GAIN NUR LOSS IN REA
DING SCORES BETWEEN TEE NOVEMBER AND TEE MAY TESTING PROGRAYS
Personality
Reading.
Personality
Reading
ov
Vey
Gain
1
2
3
4
5
6

67
65
87
67
84
101

40
15
15
25
40
25

40
15
15
30
50
40

23
27
20
32
39
46

36
40
38
32
39
46

0
0
0
5
10
15

13
13
18
0
0
0

ersonality scores given in terms
of percentile ncrms.
Reading scores given in terms of
school months; ten months eonstitutir a school Year.
In Table VII data are recorded
for the three pupils two of
whom showed loss in reading wit
h neither gain nor loss in person
ality, and one of whom shed
loss in personality with neither
gain
nor loss in reading. These thr
ee cases are challenging, especi
ally
in view of the fact that the I.
Q. ratings of the three are ninety
eight, eighty-seven, and eighty
-three, respectively.

-4
4

Table VIII gives the median
and arithmetic mean of the per
sonality scores made on the two
tests. The entire group of fortyseven cases has been divided int
o three sub-groues. The first
group
is composed of the twelve who
ranked highest in reading, group
three
of the twelve who ranked low
eet t leevinF twenty-tree sub
jects to
form an average or middle
group.

;
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The mean of the highest-ranking group in both test performanc
es
is more than twice that of the lowest-ranking group.

While the dif-

ference between the highest-ranking and middle groups as a resul
t
of the i.ovember testing is only 7.32; the acceleration of the ceses
in Group I in personality is such that the difference after the
May
testing is 16.18.

The difference in mean of Groups II and III af-

ter the May testing is 14.24.
TABLE VII
DATA FOR THREE PUPILS SHOWING LOSS IN READING SCORE
S
GAIN NOR LOSS IN PERSONALITY SCORES OR SHOWING LOSS AND NEITHER
IN PERSONALITY
SCORES AND rEITHER GAIN NOR LOSS IN READIITG SCORES
BETWEEN THE
NOVE1:BER A.7D THE MY,Y TESTI7G FRO GRAS
rersonality
eeseIng
rersona_llt
rtezZing
_ .
- -- --Los
i
1
83
10
10
37
35
0
2
i
2
67
15
15
38
36
0
2
3
98
40
35
41
41
5
0
_
ersonality scores given in terms of percentile norm
s.
Reading scores given in terms of school months; ten
months constitutim- a school yeEr.
fl
A;•;TP,
TABLE SHOWING IZEDIP_N AND A. 7.-aTTIC irIAN FOR PERSO
NALITY SOCRES
MADE BY THREE GROUPS: TWELVE "%CEO RANKED HIGHE
ST IN READING SCORES;
TWELVE WHO RAi fan LOWEST IN READING SCORES; AND TrENT
Y-THREE WHO
COL:PRISE A MIDDLE GROUP IN RE:-.D.TrG SCORT.S IN BOTH
TESTING FROGRi.:'S
Group I
Group i
Group III
highest
Middle
Lowest

November

May

Median

40

Median

40

Median

20

Mean

42.67

Maar,

34.E5

Mean

20.83

Median

60

Median

v a.)

iiiedian

25

57. 92

Mean

Mean

27.50

41.74

i

Median and arithmetic meanyj_ven in
terms of oercentile norms.
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The data of Table IX are recorded to show the effect of intellience upon the personality o7...* the child as it appears in this
study.

Again the entire group has been divided into quartiles,

roughly speaking, the highest and the lowest ben,7 composed of
twelve pupils each, and the twenty-three remainine: cases comprising a middle group.
Thile there is a difference of only .51 in the arithmetic
mean of the personallty scores made in November between Groups I
and II, yet the advance of the first group in personality rating
is such that a difference of 10.22 percentile norms existe between the means of Groups I and 11 after the kay test performance.
Between the middle and the lowest groups the mean difference is
4.89 after the November testing, rhile in Lay, the advance in personality of the third group makes this difference only .61.

The

difference between the personality means of the first and the
third groups is 5.40 in November and 10.83 after the AiLay testing.
TABLE IX
TABLE SHOING MEDIP.N AND ARITEMETIC MEAN FOR PERSONALITY SCORES
LADE BY THREE GROUPS: TWELVE THE) RANKED HIGHEST; TWELVE WED RANKED
LMEST; AND TWENTY-THREE COMPRISING A MIDDLE GROUP IN INTELLIGENCE
AS P.TED EY THI7 HENIZON-rELSON TEST OF =id, A7_,III7Y
Group I
Group II
Group III
Highest
Middle
Lowest
November
1
May
i

Median

32,50

Median

30

Median

25

Mean

32.90

Mean

32.39

Mean

27.50

Median

42.50

Median

e,=.
-.,

Median

35

Mean

',;e;

Mean

3.9,.78

Mean

ET.17

Median and arith.-.Jetic mean given in terT.....e of 2ercentile
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In Table X the fifteen pu=ils making above-avera
ge gain (seven
months or more) in reading comprise Grou:.
I; nineteen pupils making the least gain (to months or less, codntirg
seeming losses
in reading also) comprise Group III; while the
remaining pupils,
those making an assumed average or normal gain
of from three to six
months, comprise Group II.
The median and mean gain, both in reading
and in personality
growth, are given for each group.

While the mean gain in reading

for Group III is only .05 month, the mean gain
in personality is
14.73 percentile norms. Group II, having
a mean gain in reading
of 4.62 months, has a mean gain in personal
ity of 2.62 percentile
norms. Group 1, having a mean gain in read
ing of 10.47 months,
has a mean gain in personality of only
7.67 percentile norms. The
mean gain in personality decrease
s, as the mean gain in reading
for the three groups, rises,
TALE X
TABLE SHO7iING MEDIAN AND ARITFNET
IC ME.!IN GAIN IN HEADING AND PERSONALITY SCORES FOR THREE GROUPS:
Ti-ICSE SL.CWING GREATEST GAIN;
THOSE SHOWING i-V7RJ,GE GPINtA"D
TFOS.7 qT-TrIWIvn LE,11 G.4I! fl
=G
Group 1
Group II
Group III
Above-averace
Avera
Be low-avers
Rpading Gain

Median

11

Median

4

Mean

10.47

Mean

4.62

Median
Mean
,

Ferscnality
Gain

Median

0

Median 10

Median 15

Mean
7.67
Mean
9.62
Mean
14.'73
_
'i.eaian ana mean gain in reac
ang given in terms oI mcntis.
Kedian and mean gain in pers
onality given in terms cf percentile
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To test the theory that rea
ding inability is usually the chief
cause of pupil retardation thr
ough the elemen..ary school, and the
theory held by many educators
and psychologis --s that such retardation affects the total person
ality of the c.1, the data in Tab
le
XI are given.
The group of forty-seven has
been further s,lbdivided into three
groups; the under-age group
composed of fiftEea pupils whose Age
s
at the time of the November
testing were nine years, five months
or less; the over-age group,
fifteen pupils whose ages were ten
years, eight months or mor
e; and the middle gp composed
of the
remaining seventeen pupils who
se ages at the time of tne November
testing fell between the two
age limits. While the author of
this
study realizes that the
first-named group co!Ild scarcely be
called
an under-age group in
some situations, yet, in this par
ticular
school it was decidedly
so.
The variation of the mea
n in the three grops is slight
, the
personality mean of the fir
st or under-age grc.7
being highest.
The difference in the
mean of this group and the averag
e group is
4.00 in favor of the und
er-age group. It is interesti
ng to note
that the difference in
means of this under-are group and
of the
average group is even
greater than the difference bet
ween the under-age and over-age gro
ups.
The gains in personality
for the under-age group during
the
year are evidently such
that after the 14ay testing
the differences
appear still greater. Thi
s group has a difference in mea
n of
4.78 points more than
the average-age group and 5.3
9 points more
than the over-age group,
while there is a small differ
ence of
JP'

,
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.61 between the average-age and the ovr-age groups, as a result of
the May testing.
TABLE XI
TABLE SHOWING MEDIAN A::1) ARITRMET1C LEAN FOR PERSONALITY SCCRES
MADE BY THREE GROUPS: FIFTEEN COMPRISING AN OVER-AGE GROUP; FIFTEEN COMPRISING AN UNDERAGE GROUP; AND THE REMAINING SEVENTEEM
COMPRISING AN AVERAGE-AGE OR NORMAL GROUP—NOVEMBER TESTING
Group II
Group I
Group III
_
MOD

November

May

Median

35

Median

30

Median

25

Mean

34.23

Mean

30.23

Mean

21, 3

Median

40

Median

35

Median

40

Mean

46.22

Kean

42.14

1Lean

4.1. 3

Median and mean scores yiven in terms of percentile noms.
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY, LIMITA TIO

CONCLUSIONS

A 1:D FCC:WIZ:MATIONS

Summary
The purpose of this thesis wts to test the effect of progress
in reading upon the growth in persctpality of elementary school
children of the fourth and fifth grade levels as measured by
standardized tests, both of reading and of personality.
an aid to the study of this major problem the three following comparisons were made:
1. The relation between reading ability and personality;
2. The relation between intelligence rating and personality;
3. The effect of age-grade placement on the total personality.
While the California Test of Personality is made u2 of twelve
very clearly-defined personality traits, a definite effort was
made .not to give any direct training in these traits to any of
the children used as cases for this study.

Thirty-two of these

as 4A and 4E pupils were in the writer's classroom and under her
direction for only three weeks after the November testing.
were under her direction during the second semester.

Seven

In the rooms

where the forty remaining cases were enrolled, the teachers knew
nothing zoncerning the investigation, except that an i-ivestigation
was being made.

These teachers had no access to the records of

the November testing results, and it is believed made no more definite attempt at personality development than is made in the usual
classroom, wherein no intivid,.al guidance records are kept.
The reading program carried on, was the usual one employed for
25
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any average group of children with the habitual "scatter" of abilities and interests.
While only twenty-fo,Ir of the group of forty-seven showed gain
both in reading and in personality, as is shown in Table II, yet
the fact that the performe.nce of this group is a consistent one,
while that of the other twenty-three subjects is highly inconsistent, as is shown by Tables IV, V, VI and VII, woul

indicate that

there is a relation between gain in reading achievement and growth
in personality.
Table X shows, however, the improbability of establishing an
expectancy of results.

There would seem from this table to be

little comparability between the "amount" of reading gain and the
"amount" in personality growth.
Tables VIII and IX establish for this study the fact th_t
there is a direct relation between personality scores and reading ability scores, and between personality scores and intelligence quotients.

It ex:pears also from these Tables, VIII and IX,

that at least as far as the performance of the group as a whole
is concerned, the fact can be established for this study that
there is a higher relation between reading achievement and personality adjustment than between personality adjustment and intelligence.
While the difference between the three age-groups is slight,
it would seem that the youngest children in a grade make the most
satisfactory personality adjustment of the three; and while the
over-age make the poorest personality adjustment, seemingly, the
difference between this group and the average-age group is so slight
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as to cause us to expect about the same personality adjustment from
the two.
Idmitations
The study has recognized limitations:
1. A greater number of cases would have made statistical analysis worth while, whereas the small number tested rendered such interpretation ineffectual.
2. To eliminate the element of reading ability entirely from
a group performance test in personality where reading is involved,
is difficult.

The question presented is: Did the premeditated

drill given to clarify the meaning of the personality test also
result in greater reading skill and comprehension of this particular material?
3. The inability to control the out-of-school reading of the
child always presents a problem in a study of this kind.

Would

personality growth be influenced by the type of literature read?
Conclusions
1. While the study seems to establish no relation whatever between the amount of reading gain and the amount of personality
growth, as measured by the standardized tests used, there are
certain factors to be kept in mind in making this conclusion.
The total personality consists of fundamental traits, traits too
fundamental, in fact, to be cast off easily and at will, like
some worn-out garment.

Even though a child should make a phenom-

enal gain of fourteen or even eighteen months, in a six-months'
period, as

as done in this study, yet it may take some time for

him to realize the measure of his success or to see the effect of
this success upon himself and his environment.
.00
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2. While personality, "the state of being a personw,29 is so
highly individualistic as to almost defy group performance and analysis, yet results yield information sufficient to warrant an attempt at adjustment where seeming maladjustment would appear.
3. Reading achievement appears to be an effective means of
aiding in the adjustment of maladjusted personalities.
4. While all person:, "the EanEster and the idiot",30 do have
personality (being persons), yet the most satisfactory social and
personal adjustment can still be expected from persons of intelligence and apparently the greater the intelligence, the greater
the personality adjustment to be expected.
•

Where a great varia-

tion to this generality occurs, that fact sh,Juld present itself to
the teacher as a danger signal that the child needs psychological or even psychiatric help.
Recommendations
According to the data presented as a result of this investigation, teachers should realjze more tnan ever the importance of the
reading program.
Eany investigations are needed along this same line, investigations carried on in different parts of the country, whose subjects would represent a variety of cultural and geographic backgrounds.
A study of the effect of arithmetic progress, spelling progress
or progress in any other school subject upon the total personality
2E-!,. Floyd C. DockerLy1
p. 420.
30. Breckenridge and Vincent, op.

(-ew York: Prentice-Hall, 1942),
.,p. 403.
JO.
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of the child would be enlightening.
anwar the question:

A study such as this would

Is it raerely a feelirq of success which the

child needs, to become a more adjusted personality, or does the
particular school subject per se have a unique value toward adjusting the total personality of the child?
The present study carried out with different age and grade levels, especially with pupils of the junior and senior high schools
would be interesting.
The present study carried out with subjects drawn from institutions for the adjustment of juvenile delinquencies might throw
much-needed light upon this ever-present problem.

It might at

least relieve the schools of a feeling of undue responsibility and
guilt for such maladjustments, or might even give them a greater
feeling of responsibility.

It might furnish them such defi:lite

conclusions from which to work, that such a study might enable
them to re-edLcate and re-adjust many of these cases who would
otherwise remain social losses.
6 study where controlled out-of-school reading is possible
,
would be of great help both to teachers and librarians, in guiding the reading interests of the child.

30
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APPENDIX
Case Histories
The following case histories are given
in an attempt to explain the relationship between the rea
ding and the personality
scores for four children whose reading gai
ns were twelve months
or more.
J. is pupil 10 in Table V.

With an I.Q. of 127, a reading

grade one yeEr and eight months in adv
ance of her grade placement
(May test), she is not a leader in
the roam in any way.
In September, 1942, she was enrolled
in the room of the author
of this study. At that time she was
extremely self-censcious and
avoided both the teacher and the childr
en. It was impossible to get
her to respond in any class situat
ion, or to cooperate with a group
in any of the room activities. When
chosen or appointed leader,
she would refuse to accept the res
ponsibility.
When singled cut for praise, she
would cover her face with her
hands, a book or a paper. The act
ion gave the impression, not se
much of self-consciousness arisin
g from timidity as from a sense of
guilt. The same attitude of guilt was
apparent, also, after the
temper tantrums which she frequentl
y had with little or no provocation.
The mother was soon invited "to
visit the room", and almost
the first question she asked was
one concerning J's temper tantrums.
She added that the -father and
she had tried, since the child was
quite small, to "crack that tem
per", and that they were poing to
keep on until they succeeded.
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The mother was an educated woman, far superior to most of the
mothers of the district, e.nd the teacher decided to talk the case
over fully, trying to explain that she was afraid that they were
treating only a symptom instead of the casue, and that their manner of dealing with the situation was giving J. an undue feeling
A guilt.
' The mother was not without knowledge of mcdern methods of handling children.

She explained to the teacher that she subscribed

regularly to several magazines which carried articles about childtraining, and read a daily column in a local paper to this effect,
also. She added, however, that she did not believe in all that nonsense, and that in dealing with J. she and the father had found
that corporal punishment was the most effective.
When asked if she could suggest some cause of the temprr, she
replied that J. inherited it from her paternal grandfather, that
he had "vicious tantrums, also'!.
In the two rooms where J. has been enrolled this past year, the
teachers report that she responds to classroom situations, "fairly
well". It has been noted, however, that she goes alone most of the
time.

Her posture, as well as her facial expression, denotes hope-

lessness and resentment.

She, however, does not have the temper

tantrums as she did.
4.

One of the teachers reports that she reads a great deal.

This

is obvious in her marked improvement between the November and May
tests.

Her personality score, horever fell from the thirtieth norm

to the fifth.

Her personality test booklet in November showed a

great many more notes in the Elargin than that of any other child,

•'v.+.
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and in May she put almost twice as many as she had done in November.

These were chiefly notes of dissatisfaction against home

conditions with, however, a few about school and the ccmmunity
in general.
Here is a child who, obviously unhappy, is seeking refuge and
release in reading.
V is pupil 23 in Table III.

With an I. Q. of 84 and a read-

ing grade approximately two years below her grade placement after
the November test, she nevertheless made such gain in reading that
after the May test her reading grade and grade placement showed a
difference of only approximately four months.
The father and mother are separated but not divorced and V.
seems to be constantly torn between the conflicting possibility that
they will obtain a divorce or that the father will return to make
then- home, his.

She sometimes wishes that he will return and some-

times hopes that he never will.

These attitudes evidently reflect

the current attitude expressed by the mother.
V. is evidently considered the "black sheep" of the family,
although the siblings are, judging from their school records, no
1

more intelligent and no more capable than is V.
do not exhibit the nervousness that she does.

They, however,

She has a facial

tic, talks constantly, and at times shows decided lack of muscular
coordination.

These nervous symptoms would seem to be the result

of too much nagging and pressure put on ty the family grcup.
She doesn't like her family; has a decided attitude of resentment toward them.

She wishes often that she could be the only child.

When asked by the teacher what she wanted done with her
brothers
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and sisters in order to bring such a condition about, she said,
"1 don't want anything to happen to them; i just want to be the only
child in another family, somewhere."
Shortly after the November testing the mother asked V.'s teacher concerning her progress.

The teacher, realizing that the child's

home environment was not a happy one, and fearing to bring more family disapproval upon her, decided to give a good report of the child,
regardless of the actual conditions.

She told the mother that V.

was more interested in her school work than ever, and that she was
doing quite well.
The mother said that she wished she could learn to read better,
and the teacher replied that she was sure that she would see improvement by the end of the year, although she was not confident of
this herself.
The next day, when the children were leaving the room for lunch,
V. left the group and catching the teacher's hand in both of hers,
said, "Oh thank you so much for what you told

other. yesterday.

The next day she asked the teacher if she would listen to her
read a book, adding, "I believe I can read it almost through."
The
book was only a primer, but she read it enthusiastically, and
the
teacher praised her effort.

This was the first time the girl had

exhibited any interest in reading.

After that there was hardly

a day that passed that she did not ask whether she might do some
special bit of reading to the teacher, even remaining after school
hours to do so.
With a gain of fourteen months in reading, she made a gain
of
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fifteen percentile norms in personality between the November and
the May tests. here, evidently, is a child to whom success in reading meant greater prestige, either actually or in her own opinion,
in the family group, and for that reason a greater feeling of security.
H. is pupil 24 on Table III.

With an I.Q. of 70 and the at-

tendant difficulty in the learning situation which such a low I. Q.
would suggest, the girl had developed a defense mechanism to such
It was

perfection that it was for a long time difficult to detect.

observed over a long period of time, however, that whenever she was
given a task too difficult for her, she would soon begin to sneeze
and cough and would in a short time manifest every symptom of a severe
cold.

She would remain at home for a day or two thereafter, say-

ing that she was too ill to come to school.
her attendance from the first year she had entered school had
been very poor, and this, of course, had not helped the situation .
One day, when the mother accompanied the girl to school and explained what an ordeal it had been to get the girl to come that
day, the teacher explained the situation in part, to the mother,
and asked her cooperation in seeing that H. was in school each day,
regardless of her apparent colds.
The mother, like V.'s mother, said if only H. could learn to
read, she thought school would be more interesting to her.

The

teacher sug7ested that she be allowed to have a few story books
of her own, that she be given the privilege of selecting them,
and suggested that the small books so often seen on ten cent
store counters would be colorful and also easy to handle.
JP"

She
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asked the mother to suggest to the girl that when she had learned
to read one, she should bring it to school and read it to the class
and the teacher.
The teacher then talked the "defense mechanism

over with the

girl, and promised her that from that dpy she would never expect
her to do any task which H. considered too difficult for her.
was to be the judge of this, and when an assignment was made,
if
she considered it too difficult, she was to tell the teacher so,
and an easier one would be substituted.

The teacher then assured

her that she knew that H. could learn to read well, if she
wished
to do so, and that the teacher was there to help her in any way
that H. wished.
The girl's improvement in reading and in personality began
from
that day, an improvement so marked that it seems strange to
think
that the mere twenty percentile norms indicating the amount of
gain in personality should be symbolical of such progress.

She

was absent ()ray one half-day during the remaining part
of the semester, where before that time there had been scarcely
a week in
which she had not missed two or three whole days. Eviden
tly the fear
of being unable to learn to read had been the cause
of the girl's
lack of self-confidence and evasion of school and socia
l responsibility.
R. is p.;pil 3 in Table VI.

The teacher had always felt that

R's. reading difficulty was a disability rather than
an inability.
Even though his I. Q. of 87 fell only in the dull norma
l group
there were days when hfs apeech and evidently his
thinking were
almost incoherent. He often spoke and wrote groups of
four arsd
five words reversed.
a.

,to..41-• •

One day when asked to give a sentence with the word *bottom",
he said, trI can spin my top", and even though what he had done was
explained to him several times, he never seemed to fully comprehend.
Like many children of this and lower intelligence groups he does
not respond as usual to any attempt to arouse his il.terest.

Even

though the room was filled with such things as games, a tool chest,
weaving frames, painting and sketching materials, clay for modeling,
and although the children were given complete freedom in the use of
these, he seldom manifested any interest in them.

In spite of many

seggestions by the teacher as to the use of all these materials, he
spent most of his day just watching the other children.
Finally, one day, the teacher, desperate in the face of such
inactivity, suggested that he sit with 10. 1 a boy el-.o read
as R., and that they read to one another.

poerly

Thereafter, he spent

the greater part of each day sitting from desk to desk, either reading or being read to.

At first, even though the teacher realized

that he spent more time in conversation than he did in reading, she
refused to be discouraged or dismayed.
It would seem that just the social aspect of the situation would
have caused a rise in personality score, but this wes not the case.
61though R. made an improvement of eighteen months in reading in
4.;

the six-months' period his personality score remained the same;
fifteen percentile norms,

'?"

